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Heat Transfer Solu

OMEEL Coils
We give life to your cooling system

Bharat Patel
C.E.O.

CEO
MESSAGE
OMEEL Coils has continual growth of quality, performance,
services and turnover in last two decades. "During the success
journey, Omeel Coils has satisfied all the clients across sectors,
coils sectors, organisation, multinational companies and quality
conscious public sectors"

About Us
OMEEL Coils is one of the distinguished names engaged in manufacturing, supplying and exporting of broad
range of Heat Exchangers, Commercial and Industrial Coils like air/water cooled condensers, evaporator
(chiller) for refrigeration and air conditioning unit. We also offer wide range of Oil cooler, Marine cooler,
Low temperature unit, fan coil unit, condensing unit, chilling plant and Air handling unit for both
industrial and commercial application. We are also provide a job work for re-tubing and cleaning and
erection work for any types of heat exchanger at on site and our work shop.
The comprehensive ranges of our products are appreciated by various clients in India for the unrivaled features
such as precision performance, prolong maintenance free life. Furthermore, we offer our entire range through
convenient both technical & economical aspect of the clients.
OMEEL Coils design team has been introducing indigenous, innovative & customized solution in Power,
Petroleum, Petrochemical & pharmacy, Cement, FMCG, Chemical, Steel and Shipping Industries. We
understand the pulse of Heat transfer Equipments & our development & product are tailor made to meet the
industry's requirements.
We a team of qualified & experienced engineers to look the maintenance & after sales services of our
product. Research and development has been core of our manufacturing operations since our inception.
Achieving sustained innovation through consistent product enhancements has been the backbone of our
success. With an in-house R&D team, we ensure that our products are consistently upgraded to meet the
most challenging of customer requirements and specifications.
MISSION :
To be the world leader in heat management by providing high quality products with the best service support
and be the most admirable company to work as a catalyst to heat transfer solution provider and by research
development selecting and managing projects those are both desirable and commercially profitable.
VISION :
To continuously improve the quality standards of our products, delivery and services that we offer to our
customers and strive for customer delight.
OBJECTIVE :
Our objective is
“No one Heat Exchangers & Coils are impossible to make in our manufacture unit.”
CORE VALUE :
To proceed with our mission and accomplish new landmark in our areas of operation, we have a charter of
core values that is passionately observed across the company. They are in the form of :
Innovating solutions beyond the best.
Honesty and transparency in interpersonal relationship.
Delivering superior long-term results.
Respect for time and excellence.

SHELL AND TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
OMEEL coils Shell & Tube heat exchangers are widely used for liquid to liquid and liquid to gas applications such as oil cooling,
condensing, jacket water or gas cooling.
Heat Exchangers in this category include :
Condenser I Evaporators I Oil Coolers I Compressor Coolers
Every effort is put in to providing the optimum design of heat exchanger for our client's conditions taking in to account the
performance requirements, environment, safety, material selection and required service life. Our design staff is very
experienced and has skill to providing the best & sustainable solution.
Heat exchanger size is calculated to achieve optimum flow regimes in relation to heat transfer , low fouling and scaling. Heat
exchanger's materials are carefully selected so as to minimize erosion and wherever possible we try to use materials that
are readily available in standard sizes for short lead times and compatibility with further orders and re-builds.
MATERIALS : Only quality materials from reputable suppliers are used in the construction of these Heat Exchangers. We
carry a large range of stock tubes, and tube plates. Material selection is subject to operating parameters and conditions of
use.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES : Our workshop staff has over 12 years of experience in the manufacturing and re-building of
Heat Exchangers and we have the ability to clean, test, repair and re-building/re-tube Shell and Tube Heat exchangers.
QUALITY : All units are supplied with full material certification and are pressure tested at our workshop. Heat exchangers
are manufactured using proven techniques and inspected regularly throughout manufacturing. We can arrange for third
party inspection/witness from most of the internationally recognized independent classification societies.
Whether your need is for a custom designed Shell & Tube Heat Exchanger, de-scale and test, repair or re-tube then just
contact us and we'll be pleased to help.
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CONDENSER
OMEEL coils shell & tube condenser are manufactured and designed using the best possible technological solutions as
per different applications area. The shell manufactured by us using heavy duty ERW carbon steel pipe or rolled from
carbon steel plate (as per requirement )for durable finish standards, robust construction, pre long life and excellent in
performance.
The tube is made of special high performance copper, Mild Steel (MS) and Stainless Steel (SS) both internally and externally
grooved fins (as per requirement) for a low fouling factor with high heat transfer capacity. The Offered product is precisely
designed in compliance with ASME & TEMA Code.
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Features :
Highly durable
Low maintenance
Easy to install
Fine-finish

Sturdy construction
Leak proof joints
Rust preventive primer finish of red oxide paint
Specialized construction material and / or testing producers can be used.

Material of Construction :
MS,CS,SS

Shell Material
Tube Material

Copper, Cupronickel(70:30/90:10), SS304/316, MS, Brass (Seamless, External /
Internal Grooved, Extruded, Spiral Wound Fin Tube)

Baffles

MS, CS, Brass, SS, PP

Shell side BSP

MS, CS, SS,

Tube side BSP

MS, CS, SS,

Tube OD

¾” , ½” , 5 8” ,

”,

/8”

38
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EVAPORATORS (CHILLER)
OMEEL coils shell-and-tube type evaporators are very efficient and require minimum floor space and head space.
These are easy to maintain, hence they are very widely used in medium to large capacity refrigeration systems.
We offer a premium range of shell and tube type chiller. This has wide applications for comfort / industrial A.C. plants,
process water / other fluids chilling plants. These chillers are manufactured by using the latest technology and can
withstand high pressure and temperature.
These chillers are marked by the following features:
Offered in wide ranges of capacity (tonnage of refrigeration)
Excellent performance and durability
Cost effective
Trouble free operation
Low maintenance
Excellent design and finish
It's further classified in to
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EVAPORATORS (CHILLER)
SHELL AND TUBE TYPE
a. DX /Dry chiller : Shell & Tube Direct Expansion Refrigeration Chillers are designed and fabricated under the direct
supervision of a team of Engineers well experienced in the line of Heat Transfer Equipment. Every care is taken to
ensure a long and trouble free service and the desired performance from the equipment.
b. Flooded chiller : It is also a type of shell and tube chiller where the water runs through the tubes and the refrigerant
flows over the outside of the tubes within a closed shell. Mainly in the flooded chiller approximately 50% to 75% of the
tubes are immersed in liquid refrigerant and the space above provides an allowance for the vapor generated through
evaporation of the liquid below. This type is more often used with screw or centrifugal type compressors.
OMEEL coils designs the chiller in order to grant the highest COP. We can manufacture this type of Heat Exchanger
with special outer finned tubes.

TYPES
Fixed Tube Sheet types horizontal Chillers
Removable "U" Tube type Chillers
These two styles of evaporators are commonly used in advantage process liquid chillers. The evaporator is where the
process water is cooled during the refrigerant-to-water heat exchanger portion of the chilling cycle.

Material of Construction :
MS,CS,SS

Shell Material
Tube Material

Copper, Cupronickel(70:30/90:10), SS304/316, MS, Brass (Seamless, External /
Internal Grooved, Extruded, Spiral Wound Fin Tube)

Baffles

MS, CS, Brass, SS, PP

Shell side BSP

MS, CS, SS,

Tube side BSP

MS, CS, SS,

Tube OD

¾” , ½” , 5 8” ,

”,

38
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OIL COOLERS
Temperature of hydraulic fluid, transmission fluid, engine oils and any other lubricant needs to be maintained within its
operating limits for smooth running of equipments.
OMEEL coils different types of Oil Coolers are suitable for all oil cooling needs. Our plant is designed to handle any
size of coolers.
We manufacture :
Fin-tube Oil Cooler :
An early design known for its low oil-side pressure drop and
multi-directional fin access for easy installations. The air fin is
mechanically bonded and the tubes are Arc, Gas or TIG welded
together, forming a cross-tube and header design. Flexibility is
the significant advantage of this cooler design as it can be
adapted to most applications by varying the length, height, fin
density and tube diameters.

Shell and tube Oil Cooler :
We hold expertise in offering Shell & Tube Oil Cooler of optimum quality. Our range of equipment also includes Shell & T ube
oil cooler and heat exchangers, which are fabricated using qualitative raw materials. Known for its reliable performance and
durability, our range is offered in tailored solutions to serve the requirements of our clients.

Transformer Oil Cooler :
In this type of cooler, cost-optimized copper/aluminum
compact systems are used. The transformer oil flows
through round copper tubes. Air-side heat transfer is
ensured by aluminum or copper fin plates.
Our company is bracketed as a famous manufacturer
and supplier of outstanding quality Transformer Oil
Coolers. They are commonly known for their robust
construction, low maintenance cost, durability and high
dependability. Our products are made from high standard
material to provide much needed output for a long time.
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Transformer Oil Water Cooler :
The transformer oil is warmed by the heat losses of the windings. In The transformer oil water cooler the oil is conveyed into
the shell side of the cooler. Baffles are used to lead the oil flow around the tubes in cross flow. The cooling side on the tube
side is divided in two or more paths.
This type of shell & tube type cooler is specially designed for power sector, for cooling transformer oil; we use specially designed
cupronickel seamless tubes and the tube sheets, baffles, tie rods etc. are zinc plated. Outer body of shell is epoxy painted.

Refrigerated Oil Cooler :
Refrigerated Oil Chiller is supplied with or without
circulation pumps. Highly reliable hermetic
compressor, electrical controls with overload
protection, indicators lamps HP/LP switches and
timer etc, are incorporated in Manufacturing of the
Refrigerated Oil Coolers. The required temperature
in the Refrigerated Oil Cooler can be set and
controlled through an Electronic device.
Salient Features of Oil Cooler :
Sturdy construction
Long-lasting
Endure high pressure
Promises economical operation
Nicely coated to avoid corrosion
Hassle free performance for years
Require low maintenance
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COMPRESSOR COOLER
The process of compression produces energy which is manifested as heat. The heat is removed before use (or further
compression), hence the introduction of pre cooler, inter coolers and after coolers.
OMEEL coils offer high quality Compressor Cooler that is highly appreciated for long lasting life and good performance in air
compressors. Prepared using advanced technology, our Compressor Cooler is ideal for air / gas compressor. Compressor
cooler is considered as the lung of compressor as its cooling effect directly influences the performance and efficiency of air /
gas compressor.
Pre cooler :
OMEEL coils offer wide range of pre-Cooler. The coolers offered by us are developed by the experts keeping in mind the
requirements of the industries. We are one-step ahead of our competitors in manufacturing, exporting and supplying a
qualitative range of pre- Coolers. These are precisely engineered to reduce air temperature under extreme conditions.
Manufactured from premium quality copper/stainless steel with ends ARC/TIG welded, our coolers are acclaimed for
durability and ergonomic design. Our products are acclaimed for high performance and ensure their adherence with the
industry standards.
Inter cooler :
Most industrial compressors operating today are a multistage design. To optimize the cost of compressing gases it is popular to
use multi-stage industrial compressor. When the Air compressor compresses air, heat is generated this causes the air to expand
requiring an increase of HP for further air compression. It's suited between the first & second stage of multistage air compressor.
the role of the compressor inter cooler is to provide colder, dryer, denser air to the next stage of compression.
OMEEL coils can provide just the intercooler element OR the entire unit including the outer casing.
After cooler :
After coolers are heat exchangers that remove the heat from compressed air. The most common compressor after coolers use
much cooler ambient air or cool water to remove the heat, which is also effective in removing moisture from compressed air.
We hold expertise in manufacturing and supplying extensive range of an After Coolers that are fabricated with utmost precision.
Our products are available in different designs and shapes and satisfy the diverse requirements of the clients efficiently. Our
entire product range is in compliance with international standards of quality.
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CHARGE COOLER
OMEEL coils CHARGE AIR COOLERS are suitable for a variety of applications including Marine engine and Generator
cooling. The Charge Air Coolers can be adapted for use on marine and land based equipment in a variety of sizes.
We are offering an assortment of charge air coolers which are known for their excellent industrial worth and effective uses. Our
products offers quality and durable life with the promise of the full utility of the various types of integrated pattern engineering
advances we have made in the recent times. We use high technology and anti-corrosive factors to increase the overall worth of
our units by a great length. Our products could be used for all sorts of backgrounds and moisture laden working conditions. We
customize and package them as per customers' demands. With the help of our R & D department we manufacture client centric
products and deliver them at cost effective price.
Features of OMEEL coils Charge Air Coolers include;
Variety of sizes available to suit a wide range of applications.
Variety of materials for industrial and marine use.
Completely customized cooler.
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MARINE COOLERS
We able to assist you have in determining the most excellent all around product for your particular application. The exchangers
are the most common way to cool a boat's engine, using the lake, river or ocean water. Marine Coolers are the best way to cool
marine engines which have a bundle of tubes where the two circuits are there to transfer the heat. Sea water is corrosive so it is
cooled by using a water antifreeze mixture. During the process heat from the water antifreeze mixture is transferred to sea or lake.
OMEEL coils Marine Heat Exchangers use high-quality products incorporating both the best of the most excellent materials
and the most recent technical features that have become world known for building a quality and reliable product.
Most OMEEL coils marine products are fitted with bronze covers which are highly corrosion resistant and therefore suitable
for use with sea water. Some of the smaller units are fitted with neoprene end covers which can fit directly into the sea water
pipe work.
These coolers are particularly suited to applications where the water is salty, contaminated or treated, including underground.
Marine Heat Exchanger Applications :
Marine heat exchangers are the most common way to cool a boat's engine
Gear Oil Coolers
Fuel Coolers
Hydraulic Oil Coolers
Diesel Fuel Return Coolers
Lube Oil Coolers
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TUBE BUNDLES
OMEEL coils tube bundles for heat exchanger equipment can be constructed for liquid-to-liquid or steam-to-liquid applications.
The bundles can be used for applications including industrial processes and commercial water heating or cooling. We provide the
best quality tube bundles to our valued clients with our years of industrial experience and expertise. Our range of tube bundles are
known for their dimensional accuracy and functionality and are manufactured in wide variety of designs and materials of
constructions. In addition, we also provide customized services as per the client's requirements at most competitive prices.
As is the case with straight tube bundles, we design, manufacture and re-manufacture u-tube bundles for both new and
existing applications according to customer requirements
Tubes can be plain, finned (internal and/or external) with many methods for tube side/shell side enhancement available.

Tube sheet Thickness: 10 mm OD to 50 MM OD
Tube MOC

Copper I Cupronickel I Brass I Stainless Steel I Mild Steel

Tube sheet MOC

Carbon Steel I Mild Steel I Brass
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AIR HEAT EXCHANGER
OMEEL coils Air Heat Exchangers (AHE) has been designed to achieve an optimized exchange of thermal energy
between air and a fluid.
The 'heart' of our air heat exchangers is the finned coil, built up from a circuit of interconnected tube serpentines and
hydrophilic anti-corrosive coated fins to increase the heat exchanging surface. By varying the combination of key
design variables (coil materials, coil geometry, casing design) air units are very versatile heat exchangers with a
great variety of applications in many industries.
OMEEL coils served the chemical, food, oil and gas, pharmaceutical, utility, and general industrial markets, by
manufacturing the highest quality coils. OMEEL COILS is able to provide effective solutions that meet the special
needs and requirements of its customers. This is achieved by fabricating a complete line of custom industrial grade
finned tube coils that are suitable for the end users specific application and conditions it operates under.
OMEEL coils designs and manufactures coils for new installations, for wide ranges of applications from industrial
process to HVAC comfort conditioning. These coils are available in any shape or size and fabricated from a variety of
materials.
OMEEL coils can also provide our customers with an exact dimensional replacement of their existing coil, maintaining
the connection locations as well as overall sheet metal dimensions. Which are eliminates the need of costly re-piping
and sheet metal reworks. We specialize in custom exact dimensional replacement coils.
Today, OMEEL coils is a manufacturer recognized throughout the industry for its value, quality, and prompt delivery.
Experienced manufacturers know that success depends on more than a great product. It requires an ongoing relationship with
a customer and being capable of providing creative ideas, products, and services. Before, during, or after a sale,
OMEEL coils is prepared to ensure your continued satisfaction.
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We Manufactured :
Chilled water coil
Evaporator/Cooling/DX Coil
Jacket Type Coil

Booster Coil
Steam Coil
Hot Water Coil
Cassette Coil
Stainless Steel Cooling/Steam Coils (SS Coils)

Condenser Coil
Brine Coil

Features of Coils :
Easy installation
High functionality
Corrosion resistance
Longer life/Durable
less clogging
low maintenance
Available with Flat plate type fins, Zig -Zag type fins and Hydrophilic pre coating fins with different material for
different application.
MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
Tubes MOC

Copper, Stainless Steel, Cupronickel, Brass (External/Internal Grooved, Extruded and L,G or Spiral Wounded tube )

Fin MOC

Aluminum (Normal As well As Hydrophilic coating), Copper

Casing

Galvanized Steel And Stainless Steel

Tube OD

7mm, 3/8”, ½”, 5/8”, ¾”
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CHILLING PLANT
OMEEL coils Chilling Plant ensures the best quality and smooth running of the entire plant. As all the responsibilities
covering Designing, Manufacturing, Installation and Service is done by our experienced engineers, we assure you the
stand by attendance to Pre and Post installation problems.

Air Cooled Chilling Plant :
Compressor :
Reciprocating / Scroll compressor / Semi Hermetic of Reputed Make.
Condenser :
Fin-tube type Condenser having compact design. High pressure cut out is being provided for the safety of plant.
Chiller/Evaporator :
Condensed liquid refrigerant is being expanded in DX Chiller through expansion vale.
Water is being circulated through Shell Side having baffles arrangement.
Capacity :
"As per clients" requirement as we manufacture the customized unit.
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Water Cooled Chilling Plant :
Compressor : We are using Reciprocating / Scroll / Semi Hermetic compressor of reputed make.
Condenser : Shell and tube type condenser is made up of different materials as per requirement. Low and High pressure
cutout is being provided for the safety of plant.
Chiller /Evaporator : Condensed liquid refrigerant is being expanded in DX Chiller through expansion valve. Water is being
circulated through Shell Side having baffles arrangement.

Capacity : As per clients' requirement as we manufacture the customized unit.
Applications :
Air Conditioning
Dairies
Plastic Industries Etc…

Petrochemical Industries
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Pharmaceuticals

Solvent Plants

AHU (Air Handling Unit)
OMEEL coils Air handling units are specific to every individual customer needs setting us apart from the commercial manufacturers.
Demanding specifications need proper design, engineering and quality built units to work under the most extreme conditions.
OMEEL coils builds to accommodate to every customer specific needs, allowing a personal touch to every project. When it comes to
critical demand air-handlers we are the source to give you what you need when you need it.
Our Range of AHU :
a) SINGLE SKIN : OMEEL coils serve a wide gamut of single skin air handling unit. Our units are highly efficient and are offered in
different sizes covering air capacities from 1000 to 20000 CFM at fixed pressure.
We also offer customization services to our clients at reasonable prices.
Key Features :
Cost efficient

Low power consuming

Reliable and efficient

Long lasting material quality

b) DOUBLE SKIN : We are engaged in the manufacturing of double skin air handling unit. These highly appreciated units are manufactured using latest technologies and painted plain GI sheets. Our units are recommended for durability, efficiency and quality.
According to the requirement of our clients, we also offer customization services at nominal prices.
Key Features :
Compact, space saving with single /multi centrifugal fan.

Low maintenance.

Tough and strong.

c) FLOOR MOUNTED : OMEEL coils offers a wide variety of horizontal floor mounted air handling unit. Manufactured using premium
quality G.I sheets, which are powder coated, these are available in various sizes and air covering capacities. Our company uses the
best quality fans for our units. These machines are checked on varied parameters to ensure safety and quality.

Key Features :
Available in single/double Skin construction.
Developed in various configuration.
Self supporting hollow extruded aluminum profile frame for robust construction.
Optional component section.
Specially treated for low noise and vibration free operation.
Rust-free Longer shelf life.
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d) CEILING SUSPENDED : OMEEL coils We are providing our clients with one of the best quality ceiling air handling units which
are manufactured using most robust and strong raw materials. These single skin air handling units are well equipped with all new
result oriented accessories.
Key Features :
Self supporting hollow extruded aluminum profile frame for robust construction.
High quality galvanized steel (powder coated) removal panels.
Optional component section.
Specially treated for low noise and vibration free operationand vibration free operation.
Rust-free Longer shelf life.
Applications :

Hotel

Hospital

Offices

Malls

Industries

Restaurants

Accessories of AHU

Clubs House

Banquet Halls etc

AIR FILTER
1.) HEPA FILTERS 2.) MICROVEE FILTER 3.) PLEATED FILTER 4.) ACTIVATED CARBON FILTERS
5.) HIGH PERFORMANCE BAG FILTERS 6.) AIR VOLUME CONTROL DAMPERS 7.) RETURN AIR RISER
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MULTI-APPLICATION FREON BASED REFRIGERATION PLANT
As with every aspect of the design, OMEEL Coils refrigeration design centers on your budget, need, and schedule. W e have
experience in every type of refrigeration system installed for today's applications.
FREON Based :
We are also engaged in offering Freon Based Refrigeration Plants. Refrigeration systems are operated on the “vapor
compression” principle. The Freon gas which transfers heat in a refrigerating machine or heat pump, has the ability to
absorb heat when it changes state from a liquid to a gas. Similarly, when the Freon changes back into a liquid it releases
its heat.
For Freon systems this includes spit systems, self contained systems, packaged systems, and parallel rack systems.
All the major parts like Oil Separator, Condensers, Evaporator, Receiver, Accumulator and Air Cooling Unit are
manufactured in-house.
Can be used R404a, R507 and R22, just replace the refrigeration oil and use any refrigerant.
We Use the advanced Single / Multi stage compressors and special cooler, heat exchangers with high quality material
makes it more efficient.
Our engineers will objectively and accurately size the refrigeration based upon your product Heat Load i.e. its incoming
temperature & the time allowed to bring the product to the target temperature. If you do not have the product load information,
our consulting group can dig this information out of your operation.
For the evaporators used in your application, there is a plenty of selections from which to choose and there is a continual
improvement in this technology. We will design and select the right unit for your application.
Features :
Special Drain Pans and condensate lines
Ease of Filter Change as a routine maintenance for better efficiency and long life.
Special coatings of equipments for corrosive atmosphere i.e. salt contaminants in air.
Depending upon the application, defrost condensing unit will be used.
Low operating Cost.
Low maintenance cost.

Applications :
Air conditioning of large public buildings
Large-scale warehouses for chilled or frozen storage of foods and meats
Oil refineries
Petrochemical
Chemical processing plant
Natural gas processing plants
Water Chilling plant
Brine Chilling plant
Cold Storage
Deep freezing chamber
Ice plant
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REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER WITH MOISTURE SEPARATOR
Refrigerated Air Dryer :
OMEEL coils is dedicated to manufacturing high quality refrigerated air dryers, filters and drain systems designed to remove
moisture and contaminates from compressed air systems.
We select only the highest quality components and materials to use in the manufacturing process of our dryers. Through a
process of rationalization and innovation our dryers have evolved into a high quality product backed by the industry's longest
warranty.
Moisture Separator :
We offer our clients a wide gamut of Industrial Moisture Separators that are used for various industrial purposes. These moisture
separators are designed to act as Industrial Moisture Separator cum filters for gas and compressed air. The structure of our range
of air moisture separator consists of a completely sealed high performing cyclonic type mechanical moisture separator cum filter.
High on durability and efficiency, these Industrial Moisture Separators can sustain even the harshest surroundings.
Inter cooler :
Most industrial compressors operating today are a multistage design. To optimize the cost of compressing gases it is popular to
use multi-stage industrial compressor. When the Air compressor compresses air, heat is generated this causes the air to expand
requiring an increase of HP for further air compression. It's suited between the first & second stage of multistage air compressor.
the role of the compressor inter cooler is to provide colder, dryer, denserair to the next stage of compression.
OMEEL coils can provide just the intercooler element OR the entire unit including the outer casing.
Used to :
Remove moisture and unwanted particles to the micron level from the atmosphere.
Generate compressed air for various industrial applications.
Features :
Economical and consumes less power
Effectively remove all the moisture and other contaminants.
Compact and easy to install
Low pressure drop
Eco-friendly refrigerant
Remote interfacing & monitoring
Adopted environment friendly refrigerant system
Reliable, automatic drain valve with bypass arrangement
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LOW TEMPERATURE UNIT
OMEEL Coils is a leading provider of low temperature solutions for product storage, air conditioning units for new build and
refurbishment projects and of sophisticated precision air control equipment.

We focus on bespoke solutions for low temperature applications like cold room, deep freezer store, where range of units can
be used to maintain temperatures between 0 to -300C, making them ideal for private cellars and storage environments.
TYPES :
Low temperature ducted unit :
OMEEL Coils has the perfect range of solutions for domestic and commercial sizes of ducted low temperature unit.
The ducted unit (DXD) is a concealed, ducted fan coil; suitable for low temperature applications from 2 to -20 0C making
them ideal for bespoke wine cellars, food preparation areas and low temperature storage. Designed for horizontal ceiling
void applications and supplied complete with a discharge plenum and spigots. They are ideal for irregular shaped rooms
and for where low sound levels are essential.

Low temperature wall mounted unit :
Attractive and quiet high wall mounted cooling units (WM) with long air throws or concealed Wall mounted ducted units
(DXD) where the cooling systems need only be felt but not be seen or heard.
Small/low noise level outdoor units (MCU) are available for the heat extraction or alternatively a ducted heat extract unit
(DCU) can be used where outdoor unit installations are not an option.
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LOW TEMPERATURE UNIT
Floor Mounted Low Temperature Unit :
We are a renowned firm, which is engaged in delivering
Floor Mounted Low Temperature Unit to respectable
clients. The offered range of floor mounted low
temperature units is made utilizing high grade raw
material and modern machinery in strict adherence with
the industry laid norms. Along with this, the offered range
of floor mounted low temperature units is available in
different customized specifications such as sizes,
shapes and allied to cater to the diverse requirements
of clients.

Blast Freezers :
The simple definition of a blast freezer is a freezer which
is extremely cold. They can sometimes be referred too as
'shock freezers.' The concept behind shock freezers is to
quickly reduce the temperature of food products or fresh
produce in order to reduce the metabolic processes
significantly.
We are the prominent manufacturer and supplier of wide
range of Blast Freezers for the application which required
high freezing temperature. These are manufactured using
high quality of raw material and are widely demanded in
many markets. We trade these Blast Freezers in various
specifications as per the need of clients.
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FAN COIL UNIT
OMEEL Coils bring to our clients a wide range of fan coil units which are manufactured using high quality of copper and
aluminum. Our range is fabricated using graded material known for longer service life, superior finishing and application
specific design. Available in different specifications, these fan coil units are leak proof, corrosion resistance and compact
in design.
Our Fan Coil Units are offered with DX chilled water or heating coils for cooling & heating purpose. The units can be
either placed on the floor or suspended from the ceiling. The cooling coils are made of copper tubing and sine wave
aluminum fins with vent valve for air removing. The casing is made out of G.I. sheet and powder coated as per the
customers' choice. The cooling and heating coils are made of copper tube and aluminum fan.
Following are the salient features of the fan coil unit :
Enhanced construction for long life
Rust resistant body
High efficiency and low noise
Space saving due to slim construction
Low energy consumption
No leakage of water
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CONDENSING UNIT
OMEEL Coils bring to our clients a wide range of fan coil units which are manufactured using high quality of copper and
aluminum. Our range is fabricated using graded material known for longer service life, superior finishing and application
specific design. Available in different specifications, these fan coil units are leak proof, corrosion resistance and compact
in design.
Our Fan Coil Units are offered with DX chilled water or heating coils for cooling & heating purpose. The units can be
either placed on the floor or suspended from the ceiling. The cooling coils are made of copper tubing and sine wave
aluminum fins with vent valve for air removing. The casing is made out of G.I. sheet and powder coated as per the
customers' choice. The cooling and heating coils are made of copper tube and aluminum fan.
Air-cooled Condensing Unit :
Unit Cabinet : Unit cabinet constructed of galvanized steel and coated with an epoxy non corrosive powder coating.
Fans : External rotor condenser fans direct driven, propeller type, discharging air vertically upward. Fan blades are
dynamically balanced.
Compressor : Hermetic/semi hermetically sealed reciprocating or scroll type. Compressor mounted on anti vibration
mounts.
Condenser Coil : Condenser coil shall be air cooled and circuited for integral sub cooler. Standard Condenser Coils are with
internally enhanced copper tubes and aluminum fins. Condenser coils are leak as well as pressure tested and then qualified.
Capacity : As per clients' requirement as we manufacture the customized unit.
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Water cooled Condensing Unit :
Condenser : Shell and tube condensers are externally finned in order to increase its overall Heat Transfer capacity and area.
All shell and tube condensers come with MS/SS shell and copper/ss tubes in variable sizes.
Compressor : Hermetic/semi hermetically sealed reciprocating or scroll type, Rotary screw Compressor. Compressor
mounted on anti vibration mounts.
Capacity : As per clients' requirement as we manufacture the customized unit.
General : Factory assembled, single piece, air/water cooled condensing unit with factory wiring, piping, controls, compressor,
holding charge and special feature required prior to field start-up.
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AIR WASHER
OMEEL Coils provide effective air Temperature cooling to meet your temperature requirements. The units are designed in
such a manner that it gives maximum efficiency, consumes less energy & delivers the comfort air as per the clients'
requirement. These units are available in Single/ Double modular, Draw type comprising various sections such as Spray
section, Filter sections, Fan section, mist eliminator etc. Framework for each section shall be joined together with soft
neoprene gasket to make the joint airtight.
All Fans & Motors are carefully selected so as to give maximum efficiency, low noise, consumes less energy. All OMEEL
Coils units are complete with Eliminators to avoid the carryover of water from the wet section to the fan sections. Pre
Filters with Aluminum Frame, HDPE media and washable type having efficiency of 90% down to 10 microns are provided
in cooling units.
SINGLE SKIN AIR WASHER
The available sizes are :
1. With Single Blower, Capacity Starts from 3000 CFM to 30000 CFM
2. With Double Blower, Capacity Starts from 15000 CFM to 60000 CFM
DOUBLE SKIN AIR WASHER
The available sizes are :
1.With Single Blower, Capacity Starts from 3000 CFM to 30000 CFM
2.With Double Blower, Capacity Starts from 15000 CFM to 60000 CFM

FEATURES

SINGLE SKIN

DOUBLE SKIN

M.O.C

16SWG G.I.

118 SWG G.I.

Insulation

N/A

PUF

Tank

M.S.

M.S.

Fan

Forward/Backward Curved

Forward/Backward Curved

Cooling Media

Cellulose Pad

Cellulose Pad

Mounting Arrangement

Floor Mounted/Ceiling Suspended

Floor Mounted/Ceiling Suspended
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DRY COOLER
OMEEL Coils Dry Coolers are multiple row compact finned tube coolers with direct drive fans. The fluid circulates in multiple
passes through the tubes and cooling air flows over the exterior finned surface. They are designed to provide cooling variety
of closed loop applications. The compact plate fin heat transfer surface provides a compact and efficient air cooled Dry cooler.
Types : 1) Flat-bed 2) V-bank /W-bank
OMEEL Coils serve range of dry air coolers in a modular design of Flat-bed and V-bank /W-bank units arranged in single and
double bank configurations with multiple module lengths.
The range of OMEEL Coils dry cooler combinations enable the closest possible matching to a required specification taking
into consideration duty, cost, noise level as well as size and efficiency.
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OUR SERVICES
Heat transfer Equipment-Refurbishment & Replacement
Whilst manufacturing new equipment to order OMEEL Coils also undertake,
Replacement
Leak Detection

Refurbishment and Repair
Re-building/ Re-tubing

De-scaling (Cleaning)
Renovation/Custom Designing

of heat transfer equipment either by manufacturing the equipment at our own facility or by supplying the equipment in "kit- form"
for assembly on site.
Coils Refurbishment & Replacement
OMEEL Coils designs and manufactures coils for new installations, for wide ranges of applications from industrial process to
HVAC comfort conditioning. These coils are available in any shape or size and fabricated from a variety of materials.
OMEEL Coils can also provide our customers with an exact dimensional replacement of their existing coil, maintaining the
connection locations as well as overall sheet metal dimensions. This eliminates the need for costly re-piping and sheet metal
rework.
We specialize in custom exact dimensional replacement coils. Today, OMEEL Coils is a manufacturer recognized throughout
the industry for its value, quality, and prompt delivery.
On Site refurbishment & Replacement
The Replacement and Refurbishment of equipment on site is a service that OMEEL Coils have developed from many years
of experience in providing engineered solutions in challenging circumstances, from an initial site survey and appraisal
through to manufacture and installation.
Great Customer Service
We have the expertise and knowledge to handle all your cooling and heating requirements. Experienced manufacturers
know that success depends on more than a great product. It requires an ongoing relationship with a customer and being
capable of providing creative ideas, products, and services. OMEEL Coils is prepared to ensure your continued
satisfaction before, during, or after a sale.
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QUALITY STANDARDS & QUALITY POLICY
In every aspects of our activity, quality is the watchword. We adhere to stringent quality control measures that ensure precision
and reliability. Using most advanced technology, our team of highly qualified & experienced quality control staff, test each and
every product to ensure high strength, safety and long service life.
Produce consistent Quality Products to meet customer needs.
Improve skills of work force through professional training
Constant up gradation to Technologies, Manufacturing methods and Engineering practices.
Educate the workmen in Safe Handling of the tools and materials
Ensure optimum utilization of valuable resources.
Create clean work environment conducive for meeting safety, health and environment requirements.
Standard Procedures follows by us for Qualitative product
Design Confirmation
In this stage, we are verifying and confirming to the design specifications / drawings of the equipment as per the TEMA as
well as ASME standard. After that we are getting the approval of drawing, manufacturing procedure, procedure qualification
etc., from Clients / Consultants.
Materials Control
In this stage, we are identifying all raw-materials by producing the original mill test certificate. In such cases samples of the
same are taken for testing at an approved Metallurgical Laboratory in conformance with the specification requirement
Stage Inspection
For each and every equipment we submit a Quality Assurance Plan with all the stages of fabrication and inspection. This
QAP is sent for approval to the clients and Engineering Consultants. Accordingly our Inspectors will check all the stages as
per the approved QAP. Many a times the quality stages are witnessed by reputed Third Party Inspection Agencies appointed
by the clients.
Final Inspection
It is in this stage that the job is checked for final dimensional and visual inspection. Inspection is carried out as per approved
drawings / Quality Assurance Plan.
Hydro test / Pneumatic test
After final inspection, the equipment will be tested by pneumatic / hydro pressure. The specified test pressure is
maintained in the job for a time of one hour. For checking pressure, only calibrated pressure gauges are allowed.
Cleaning & Painting
Every equipments are drained, cleaned, polished and painted as per the specifications. All openings are blanked using
temporary blends.
Documentation
We undertake projects whereby as per the terms of purchase order multiple sets of Engineering Drawings, Design calculations,
the test certificate and other technical documents are submitted as per the client's requirement.
Packing and Forwarding
The Equipments are packed in suitable sea-worthy packing as per the packing specifications of the client. Our offers are based
on delivery depending upon client's requirement.
Environment, Health & Safety
"KNOW SAFETY NO PAIN" is our Motto especially in production department. Every attention is paid to ensure a safe and
clean working environment. All employees / workmen are provided with adequate safety gear while operating within the
factory premises.
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OMEEL Coils
We give life to your cooling system

Plot No. 18,19, 20, Nr. Kim Chowkdi, N.H. No. 8, Village Pipodara,
Ta. Mangrol, Dist. Surat - 394 110, Gujarat (INDIA)

+91-2621- 234 222, 235 222, 236 222
info@omeelcoils.com
www.omeelcoils.com

